Correlations between intrinsic ellipticities of galaxies are a potentially important systematic error when constraining dark energy properties from weak gravitational lensing (cosmic shear) surveys. In the absence of perfectly known galaxy redshifts some modeling of the galaxy intrinsic alignments is likely to be required to extract the lensing signal to sufficient accuracy. We present a new model based on the placement of galaxies into dark matter halos. The central galaxy ellipticity follows the large scale potential and, in the simplest case, the satellite galaxies point at the halo center. The two-halo term is then dominated by the linear alignment model and the one-halo term provides a motivated extension of intrinsic alignment models to small scales. We provide fitting formulae for the spatial projected source power spectra for both intrinsic-intrinsic (II) and shear-intrinsic (GI) correlations. We illustrate the potential impact of ignoring intrinsic alignments on cosmological parameter constraints from non-tomographic surveys, finding that σ8 could be underestimated by up to the size of the current 1-σ error bar from cosmic shear if very small scales are included in the analysis. Finally, we highlight areas of interest for numerical simulations of dark matter clustering and galaxy formation that can further constrain the intrinsic alignment signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational lensing causes the images of distant galaxies to be distorted as the light travels through spacetime that has been bent by intervening matter. Two galaxies that are physically close will therefore appear preferentially aligned with each other because their light travels through similar regions of curved space-time, so their images are both distorted in a similar direction. This "cosmic shear" seems to be one of the most promising probes of the nature of the mysterious dark energy [1, 2] that apparently dominates the energy budget of our universe.
However, the lensing distortions are extremely small compared to the intrinsic ellipticities of galaxies, and can only be detected by averaging the ellipticities of many spatially localized galaxies. If galaxies are randomly oriented in space then any intrinsic ellipticities should average to zero allowing a detection of the gravitational lensing signal. But because we believe galaxies form inside large-scale gravitational potentials, coherent tidal effects might be expected to align the intrinsic galaxy ellipticities.
There are two physical mechanisms that have been widely considered for inducing alignments of galaxy orientations. First, there may be alignment of angular momentum vectors of galaxies that formed in the same initial tidal field due to tidal torquing [see e.g. 3, 4] . Second, there may be a coherent tidal stretching of galaxy * Electronic address: michael.schneider@durham.ac.uk † Electronic address: sarah.bridle@ucl.ac.uk shapes due to the large scale gravitational potential [5] or anisotropic accretion along filaments [6] . The alignment of spin axes is believed to dominate for rotationally supported spiral galaxies while the tidal stretching is believed to be the dominant effect for elliptical galaxies.
Using linear tidal torque theory, Refs. [7, 8] showed that the correlation function for the galaxy ellipticity orientations is nonzero only at second order in the tidal tensor and is therefore small except at small galaxy separations. The tidal stretching of elliptical galaxies can be quantified analytically by assuming that the intrinsic ellipticity of galaxies is proportional to the curvature of the primordial large scale potential [5] . This is often referred to as the linear alignment model [9] . Since the ellipticity correlation function of tidally stretched elliptical galaxies is linear in the tidal tensor it could potentially have a significant amplitude over many tens of megaparsecs.
The size of these effects has been estimated using numerical simulations, in which galaxies are effectively pasted into the simulation with directions corresponding to the orientation of individual dark matter halos, or the angular momentum vector [10, 11, 12, 13] . This has confirmed the result that the most significant correlations come from alignments of galaxy light with the orientation of the dark matter halo [13] .
On slightly smaller scales some common trends have been observed, both in simulations and observations, regarding the alignment of sub-halos or satellite galaxies within their parent halo or cluster/group. First, satellites tend to be aligned with the radius vector of their host halo [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Second, the satellites are found to be preferentially located near the major axis of the halo [18, 21, 22, 23, 24] . Third, the satellites are aligned with the central galaxy [18, 24] . See Ref. [25] for the most recent observations of these effects.
The alignment of physically neighboring galaxies is expected to produce a spurious increase in the cosmic shear galaxy alignment signal. This is often referred to as the II (intrinsic-intrinsic) alignment. Ref. [9] pointed out that an additional contamination can occur due to the simultaneous alignment of a galaxy with a nearby matter distribution, and the gravitational lensing of a more distant galaxy by the same matter distribution. This gravitational-intrinsic (GI) alignment produces a spurious decrease in the cosmic shear signal, since the two galaxies now point in opposite directions. The closer galaxy points towards the mass clump, whereas the more distant galaxy is stretched tangentially around the clump. A small-scale contribution to the GI effect even comes from the gravitational lensing of distant galaxies by a galaxy's own elliptical halo [26] .
Observations of the II effect have been carried out using low redshift galaxy samples by SuperCOSMOS [27] , COMBO-17 [28] and SDSS [29, 30] . The raw GI effect is harder to measure, due to the large range of redshifts involved, and potential contamination by cosmic shear itself. However the alignment between galaxies and neighboring mass has been measured by using the distribution of galaxies themselves as a tracer of the mass distribution [29, 31] .
The methods for removing both II and GI intrinsic alignment (IA) effects as a systematic error in cosmic shear measurements can be classified in two categories of "nulling" or "modeling" [32] . "Nulling" methods downweight selected parts of the data in such a way as to remove the intrinsic alignment signal. For II correlations this can be done by removing galaxy pairs that are close in redshift (and on the sky) [28, 33, 34, 35] , while the GI signal can in principle be removed with a particular linear combination of tomographic shear power spectra [36] .
The "modeling" technique instead specifies a parameterized model of the intrinsic alignments and then marginalizes over the instrinsic alignment parameters when inferring cosmological parameter constraints (i.e. the systematic error is subtracted and reduced to a statistical error) [33, 37] . This has the advantage of not requiring precise galaxy redshift measurements, but has the disadvantage of being potentially sensitive to the choice of intrinsic alignment model and the number of parameters used in the model (with more parameters potentially leading to larger degradations in the inferred cosmological constraints [37] ). Recent work has also shown that it may be possible to "self-calibrate" the IA signal using the cross-correlation between the ellipticity and galaxy density fields in the same survey [38] .
Ideally a sufficiently good prediction of the IA signal could be made from simulations and subtracted from the data to leave the pure lensing signal. However current simulations have some way to go before they will make reliable predictions, due to the finite resolution of a large box size, and the difficulty of including baryonic material. And in any case it will be necessary to have predictions for a range of cosmological models and thus an analytic fitting formula would be very helpful. The linear alignment model is likely to hold on large scales, whereas it takes no account of non-linear growth of structure. An ad-hoc attempt to rectify this was indicated in Ref. [31] , and used in Ref. [37] , in which the linear theory matter power spectrum in the linear alignment model was replaced by the non-linear matter power spectrum. We refer to this as the nonlinear alignment model (NLA) here. In this paper we construct an improved model for the IA power spectra based on the halo model.
The halo model of galaxy clustering [39, 40] has proved a surprisingly successful predictor of galaxy clustering statistics [see 41, for a review]. In this picture the universe consists of dark matter halos that are clustered according to linear theory (in the case of two-point function predictions). Each halo has a mass drawn from a mass function, and a density profile. These are usually taken from average properties of n-body simulations. Galaxy positions are drawn from the resulting dark matter distribution. The two-point correlation function of galaxy positions then constitutes a "two-halo" term, arising from the correlations between the positions of two different halos, and a "one-halo" term arising from pairs of galaxies that reside in the same halo.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe our model for central and satellite galaxy ellipticities in Section II. In Section III we derive the 3D auto power spectra of the projected intrinsic galaxy ellipticity distribution and the cross-power spectra with the matter distribution. We derive the intrinsic alignment contribution to the angular shear power spectra in Section IV and show how constraints on σ 8 could be biased if the intrinisc alignment correlations were modeled incorrectly. In Section V we draw conclusions about this new satellite contribution to the intrinsic alignment signal and describe some questions for future numerical simulations to address in order to refine our model. We describe the normalization of the 3D ellipticity power spectra accounting for spatial clustering of the galaxies in Appendix A and give details on our analytic model calculation in Appendix B.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume a fiducial cosmological model with σ 8 = 0.8, Ω m = 0.3, Ω k = 0, n s = 1, and H 0 = 71.9 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
II. MODEL FOR GALAXY ELLIPTICITIES
We are concerned with modeling the correlations in the intrinsic projected orientations of galaxies that could mimic those induced by gravitational lensing. There are three effects to consider when constructing such a model: the 3-D shapes of galaxies, projection effects, and the relation of the projected ellipticity to the shear defined in gravitational lensing studies.
Elliptical galaxies can generally be described by 3-D ellipsoids, which are further found to be mostly pro- late [42] . Assuming the two minor axes of the ellipsoid have equal lengths on average, we can then approximate elliptical galaxies as sticks corresponding to the length and orientation of the major axis. In this paper we assume that all halo satellite galaxies can be described in this way. If the stick makes an angle θ with respect to the line-of-sight we relate the observable projected intrinsic ellipticity of the galaxy to the length of the stickγ as,
where a and b are the major and minor axes of the 2-D projected ellipticity of the galaxy. We follow the usual convention and define the complex projected ellipticity Figure 1 is a schematic picture of our stick model showing how we populate spherical dark matter halos with central and satellite galaxies. We describe the separate intrinsic alignment models for centrals and satellites in the next two sub-sections.
A. Satellite galaxies
We build a model for intrinsic alignments of satellite galaxies by populating a spherical dark matter halo with galaxies, with a number density that follow the density profile of the halo. Our "basic" model for satellites assumes that all satellite galaxy ellipticities are aligned with the radius vector the halo, in three dimensions. This model is inspired by the idea that tidal forces within the halo are responsible for the intrinsic alignments [20] .
In a flat-sky coordinate system with the origin in the center of the halo, the z axis aligned with the line-of-sight direction, and polar angle θ, the 3-D density-weighted projected ellipticity of galaxies in the halo is (using the same notation as Ref. [9] )
=γ(r, m, c) e 2iφ sin θ N g u(r|m, c) (4) whereγ(r, m, c) is the magnitude of the projected ellipticity at radius r in a halo of mass m, and c, which denotes the concentration of the NFW halo profile ρ NFW [43] . We follow Ref. [9] in working with the density-weighted ellipticity. In general,γ(r, m, c) may be an arbitrary (positive-valued) function of the radial position within and mass of the halo, and may vary from halo to halo. However, in all the numerical calculations we perform below we setγ(r, m, c) = 0.2, independent of position, mass and concentration. An illustration of the ellipticity correlations induced by this radial stick model inside a single halo is shown in Fig. 2 . An example galaxy is shown in green in the middle right of the figure, and the ellipticities of three concentric circles of galaxies are shown around this using black lines. Note that these lines vary in length due to the density weighting and there are no galaxies belonging to this halo outside the virial radius, denoted by the black circle. Components of the black lines parallel and perpendicular to the green line are shown in red and blue respectively. The cartoon shows that this radial alignment model gives a characteristic shape to the one-halo correlation function (as usual ξ ± (θ) = ξ ++ (θ) ± ξ ×× (θ) where ξ +,× (θ) = γ +,× (θ ′ )γ +,× (θ ′ + θ) θ ′ directions of θ , whereγ + andγ × are the components ofγ 1 andγ 2 in the coordinate system aligned with θ -see also Eqn. (A1) ). The red lines clearly dominate for the central circle, causing a positive correlation. The next circle is dominated by perpendicular components shown in blue, producing a net negative correlation. Finally the largest circle containing any galaxies within the virial radius will produce a positive correlation. See the black line in Fig. (3) for an example correlation function (averaged over all positions of the green line in Fig. 2 as usual) . We computed this correlation function both using the spherical harmonic approximations used throughout this paper and detailed in the Appendices, and also using a Monte Carlo simulation of galaxies placed into an NFW halo. We find excellent agreement. The one-halo satellite-satellite term in the left panel of Fig. 4 shows the E-mode power spectrum constructed from the Fourier transforms of ξ ± in Fig. 3 (according to, e.g., Eqn. (A1)).
B. Central galaxies
We use the linear alignment model [9, 10, 44] to specify the intrinsic ellipticities of central galaxies in our halo model. Central galaxies are defined such that each dark matter halo has one central galaxy that resides exactly at the center of the spherical halo mass distribution. We 14 M⊙/h. The green line is ellipticity of a typical galaxy that we may be correlating with all the other galaxies in the cluster. The black lines show density weighted ellipticities of other cluster galaxies at 3 fixed radii from the green galaxy. The red and blue lines are the components of the black lines denoting the degree of correlation with the green galaxy. Red indicates positive correlation while blue indicates negative correlation. The total correlation from the 3 circles can be obtained by adding the red and blue lines by eye -which makes it very clear that the smaller circle is strong positive correlation while the middle circle has a weak negative correlation and the largest circle again has a small positive correlation.
assume that central galaxies have the same ellipticity orientation as their parent halo and that halo ellipticities are determined by the large-scale density perturbations so that [eq. 13 in Ref. 9 ],
where S[Ψ P ] is the primordial potential with small-scale perturbations smoothed out and C 1 is a normalization constant. Unless otherwise stated we take
This is motivated by comparison with Fig. 2 in Ref. [9] who normalise to SuperCOS-MOS [28] , and that fits well with the SDSS L4 points of Ref. [29] as illustrated in Ref. [37] .
We can recover the linear alignment model in our framework by setting the Fourier transform of γ I (r) to, (6) where φ k is the azimuthal angle of the Fourier wavenumber k about the line-of-sight, θ k is the polar angle of k with respect to the line of sight, δ lin is the linear theory density perturbation and the remaining definitions follow Ref. [9] . 
III. INTRINSIC ELLIPTICITY POWER SPECTRA
We construct a continuous intrinsic ellipticity field by following the usual halo model assumption (e.g. Ref. [45] ) in which we sum the density-weighted ellipticity distribution for a single halo over halo masses m i and positions r i ,γ
where u(r|m) ≡ ρ NFW (r, m)/m, N g,i is the number of galaxies in the ith halo, andn g is the mean number of galaxies per unit volume (at a given redshift). We will assume a deterministic relation between halo mass m and concentration c hereafter with c(M, z) = (9/(1 + z)) (M/M * (z)) −0.13 [45] . We then compute the 3-D ellipticity power spectra by first Fourier transforming each component of Eqn. (7),
where j = 1, 2 denotes the shear component. We perform this Fourier transform for our model using a multipole expansion of the plane waves as shown in Appendix B 2. The E and B Fourier modes are defined as
We then define the 3-D ellipticity power spectra,
When considered as contributions to the cosmic shear signal, P
gives the II contribution from the intrinsicellipticity correlation of two galaxies in the lens plane, while P δ,γ I gives the GI contribution from the correlation of a galaxy in the lens plane with its surrounding dark matter distribution (which is the lens).
First we consider the case where all the satellite galaxies are pointing directly towards the center of the halo. Then we consider the case where there is some randomness in this direction. We then present fitting formulae for the above power spectra.
A. Radially aligned satellites
Two types of term appear when taking products of the form in Eqn. (10): both galaxies are in the same dark matter halo or they are in different halos. These are commonly referred to as the "one-halo" and "twohalo" contributions to the power spectrum. In addition, because we have separate models for central and satellite galaxies in halo (and because the probabilities for centrals and satellites to occupy a halo of mass m may be different) we get an additional separation of terms into correlations of satellites with satellites, centrals with centrals, and satellites with centrals.
By integrating over the joint probablitity distribution for 2 halos of masses m 1 and m 2 to be at positions r 1 and r 2 with N g,1 and N g,2 galaxies in each halo we arrive at the satellite-satellite 3-D II power spectra,
where P hh is the halo-halo power spectrum,
|m are the first and second moments of the galaxy number distribution within a halo of mass m, and the s and c subscripts denote "satellite" and "central" galaxies, respectively.
The two-halo central-central power spectrum is (Eqn. (16) in [9] ),
where
is the linear galaxy bias for the central galaxy population, and, following Ref. [9] ,
The two-halo centralsatellite term in the power spectrum is,
where b h is the halo bias. In principle there could be a one-halo central-satellite correlation, but this is zero when using the linear alignment model for the central galaxies and assuming that the satellite galaxy ellipticities are uncorrelated with the central galaxy ellipticity. Because we have normalized by the comoving density of galaxiesn g (z), these power spectra are only very weakly dependent on the model redshift distribution. We have verified that the weight in the II integrand, m n(m, z) N g |m /n g (z) has an r.m.s. error of less than 10% between redshift distributions with median z ∼ 0.6 and ∼ 1.7. Therefore we consider only a single redshift distribution for the remainder of this paper (which is the model from Ref. [46] with limiting magnitude in R of 26.). Changing the relative contribution of spiral and elliptical morphologies to the satellite population, and assuming that spirals have zero intrinsic alignments, does affect the power spectrum by diluting the IA signal. Using ad-hoc models for the halo mass-dependent ratio of spiral and elliptical satellites we find the dominate effect is to simply rescale the amplitude of the power spectra.
We show in Appendix B 2 thatγ I B,s = 0; implying P BB,1h γ I ,ss = P BB,2h γ I ,ss = P BB,2h γ I ,cs = 0. This follows directly from the simple, and separable, φ-dependence in γ I (r). We can understand this more directly by noting that all the satellite galaxy ellipticities are perpendicular to the boundary of the halo (assumed to be truncated at the virial radius). From, e.g., Ref. [47] we know that this boundary condition is incompatible with a nonzero B- derived in Ref. [9] , but is much smaller than the E-mode and we do not consider it further. Some of the two-halo terms we have to consider for an ensemble of halos are demonstrated in cartoon form in Fig. 1 . The dominant contribution to the two-halo term is the correlation of the central galaxies. This makes sense intuitively if we think of averaging the satellite ellipticity correlations by eye in Fig. 1 .
The nonzero GI power spectra are
where P 2h δ,γ I ,c is the same as Eqn. (18) in Ref. [9] . We assume that the halo-halo power spectrum P hh is given by the linear theory power spectrum P lin multiplied by the halo bias for each mass. Again, there could be a one-halo central galaxy term, but it is zero for the assumptions we have made in this halo model.
We show the various one-halo and two-halo components of the E-mode II and GI power spectra in Fig. 4 . The total power spectra are well-described by only considering the satellite contribution to the one-halo term from ambiguous modes as defined in Ref. [47] . But, this distinction is not important for this simple model. and the central contribution to the two-halo term. We will neglect the other cross-terms shown in Fig. 4 in our remaining analysis. We see that the one-halo contributions to both the II power spectrum becomes important around k = 1h Mpc −1 . This fits quite well with the increase in power in the non-linear matter power spectrum. The amplitude on small scales is similar to the nonlinear alignment model for the II power spectrum, and significantly larger for the GI power spectrum.
B. Distribution in radial alignment angles
In this section we consider the effect of a distribution in the angle between the galaxy major axis and the radial vector for satellites in a halo. Ifr is a unit radial vector in the halo andê is a unit vector denoting the orientation of the galaxy major axis, then we consider a distribution in the angle β where, cos β ≡r ·ê.
By default, we adopt the distribution found in Ref. [19] (their Eqn. (5)) from N-body simulations,
with A = 2.6 and B = 0.6. Once we allow a misalignment between the galaxy major axis and the halo radial vector then there is a second angle to consider that denotes rotations about the axis defined byr, which we label η.
We assume a uniform distribution,
We derive the satellite ellipticity as a function of β and η in Section B 1. We have also performed a Monte Carlo simulation of a single halo to more robustly study the effect of this distribution in alignment angles on the onehalo correlation functions.
The resulting correlation function is shown by the lower pair of lines in Fig. (3) . We find the main effect of adding a distribution in radial alignments is simply to reduce the amplitude of the correlation functions with respect to the case with perfect radial alignemnts. independent of halo mass. The dot-dashed lines in Fig. (3) show the correlation function without a distribution in alignment angles, scaled down by this factor. It is in good agreement with the full calculation. Unsurprisingly this suppression factor can also be obtained more quickly by integrating over β and ν for a satellite at a given polar angle θ in the halo.
We have also performed simulations using a Gaussian distribution in the radial alignment angle β with zero mean and a varying width σ β . The amplitude reduction as a function of σ β is shown in Fig. (5) where we find that σ β ∼ 0.7 gives similar correlation functions to those obtained using the distribution in Eqn. (16) .
When P (β) has finite width, a nonzero B-mode can be generated forγ I s . We have computed this amplitude via numerical integration of f ℓ in Eqn. (B8) (and using Eqn. B4) with a Gaussian distribution for P (β) and find the B-mode amplitude is several orders of magnitude smaller than the E-mode amplitude independent of the width of the P (β) distribution. We therefore ignore the B-mode power spectra in the following results.
C. Fitting functions
We show the II and GI satellite power spectra at several redshifts in Fig. 6 withγ scale set to unity. The amplitudes of both spectra decrease with increasing redshift, which is largely a consequence of the decreasing fraction of satellite versus central galaxies as the redshift increases (so the one-halo signal is essentially diluted). The peaks of the spectra also shift to smaller scales with increasing redshift as the objects move further away.
We find the one-halo II and GI power spectra at a given redshift can be reasonably fit with the following 3-parameter functions,
We show the evolution of p i as a function of redshift in Fig. 7 . We fit each p i (for i = 1, 2, 3) for both II and GI fitting functions with the model,
The best fit values for the q ij are given in Table I for the  II spectra and in table II for the GI spectra (note that q i1 has units of h Mpc −1 ). The fit functions are compared to the input spectra in fig. 7 . We then have 9 parameters each to describe the redshift dependent II and GI one-halo power spectra, since q 11 is degenerate withγ scale (as well as the fraction of spiral to elliptical galaxies in a halo as mentioned in Section III). Combined with the free amplitudes for the twohalo terms, we have 20 parameters in total to describe the intrinsic alignment power spectra. 
FIG. 7:
II and GI power spectra fit parameters as functions of redshift. The solid lines are the actual parameters fit at 9 different redshifts and the dashed lines are 3 parameter fits qij that we use to model the redshift evolution of the power spectra.
IV. COSMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
We use our model to compute all contributions to a set of angular cosmic shear power spectra with redshift distribution
[48].
We consider the amplitude of the two-halo term, and the amplitude of the one-halo term as parameterized by the ellipticity suppression factor,γ scale (Eqn. (18) ), that we use a proxy for the degree of radial alignment of the satellites in a halo. By default we assume the "true" IA signal is given by the halo model with fiducial parameter γ scale = 0.21.
A. Angular shear power spectra
For comparison with weak lensing power spectra, we need to integrate the 3-D projected ellipticity model over the lensing source distribution
where f α (χ) is the number of sources in sample α per unit comoving distance normalised so f α (χ)dχ = 1. Therefore, assuming Limber's approximation, the shear angular power spectra can be written
where the terms are sourced by the lensing distortions due the the matter power spectrum and the intrinsic alignment terms calculated in the previous sections
where k = ℓ/χ. We first consider a relatively deep survey with a = 2, b = 1.5, z 0 = 0.64 with 10 tomographic redshift bins and a photometric redshift uncertainty of 0.05(1 + z). This is more relevant for a surveys such as LSST 2 , Euclid 3 or JDEM 4 . A subset of the resulting angular power spectra are shown in Fig. 8 . The one-halo contribution is clearly seen as the sharp rise in power in II and GI at small scales. For this photometric redshift uncertainty the II term is quite comparable or subdominant to the GI term, even in the autocorrelation bins. The effect of intrinsic alignments is clearly largest at very low redshift, as expected. There is a competition between the GI, II and GG terms that causes the total power spectra for the lowest bins to oscillate above and below zero (only the absolute magnitudes are shown, but the sign can be identified by recalling that the II and GG power spectra are positive and the GI power spectrum negative). for various different models for intrinsic alignments. We see that the one-halo term becomes important at multipole numbers greater than ℓ ∼ 500 and matches surprisingly well to the NLA result. Including either the one-halo term or the NLA boosts the GI contamination at ℓ ∼ 3000 by an order of magnitude relative to that from the linear-alignment model alone. The II contribution is shown in the top center panel, where we see that the one-halo term dominates on all scales where the intrinsic alignment contribution is significant. At the smallest scales considered the one-halo term is a few times larger than the NLA model and an order of magnitude larger than the linear alignment model. However both are much smaller than the GI contribution at small scales.
The total effect is shown in the lower panels of Fig. 9 . There is an overall suppression of the power for all the intrinsic alignment models considered, relative to the alignment-free power spectrum. This is due to the wide range of redshifts covered by the survey we consider. For a tomographic survey different contributions would be more important for different pairs of tomographic bins, as illustrated for the NLA in Ref. [37] . Overall our halo model result is qualitatively similar to that from the 5 www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHLS/ NLA. The suppression is roughly a factor of two larger at the smallest scales considered. On intermediate scales the GI suppression is outweighed by the boost in power from II, which is more dominant at larger scales than GI. The total power spectrum including only the one-halo intrinsic alignment term is actually fractionally larger than the no IA power spectrum at intermediate scales ℓ ∼ 200. Then at larger multipole numbers ℓ > 500 the GI term dominates again causing a net reduction in power.
B. Bias on σ8
Cosmological parameter constraints from cosmic shear can have systematic biases if our model for the intrinsic alignments contribution to the shear power spectra is wrong or insufficiently flexible. In this section we illustrate the potential biases on σ 8 for different assumed intrinsic alignment parameter values. To find the bias, we calculate the fiducial angular power spectra, the fitted angular power spectra and the Fisher matrix for the fiducial spectra for the assumed survey. These are combined using Eqn. (21) of Ref. [50] to find the bias on cosmological parameters. In this case we are varying only one cosmological parameter, σ 8 . We use a maximum ℓ value of 2e4, 12 galaxies per square arcminute and 100 square degree survey area.
In the left hand panel of Fig. (10) we plot the bias in the inferred σ 8 value as a function of the amplitude of the linear alignment model, or two-halo term. The fiducial model has our default two-halo term amplitude of C 1 = 5 × 10 γ scale = 0.21. If we incorrectly analysed the data using the linear alignment model we would bias σ 8 low by about 0.1. This is relatively insensitive to the exact amplitude assumed for the linear alignment model, since the range of scales probed by the fiducial survey is dominated by the one-halo term (see Fig. 9 ).
An analysis that ignores intrinsic alignments corresponds to assuming a C 1 = 0 in the linear alignment model, as shown by the leftmost point (cross) of the dashed (or dot-dashed) line in the left hand panel, for which σ 8 is biased low by just under 0.1. This is because the fiducial ("observed") model is contaminated by intrinsic alignments, which are dominated by GI. Therefore the fiducial model power spectrum is lower than it would have been in the absence of intrinsic alignments. Attempting to fit to these "observed" points neglecting intrinsic alignments will result in an underestimate of σ 8 because the lensing-only power spectrum with the true σ 8 will be too high.
If the NLA model is used when fitting to the data, and yet if the true universe (fiducial model) followed the halo model, then the bias on σ 8 is reduced because the fitted model contains some of the suppression due to the GI effect. The bias is reduced significantly as the amplitude of the intrinsic alignment model is increased because the NLA mimics to a large extent the shape of the halo model on small scales. Fig. 9 shows that the NLA amplitude is generally smaller than that of the halo model, therefore a larger than fiducial C 1 is required for the NLA to match the halo model.
On fitting the halo model to the fiducial halo model, the bias on σ 8 is relatively insensitive to the exact amplitude of the two-halo term. This is for the same reason that the linear alignment model fit is shallow, because the two-halo term has a small weight for this survey.
We have investigated the effect of the assumed amplitude of the one-halo term on biases on σ 8 . In the right hand panel of Fig. 10 we show the impact of assuming the wrong one-halo amplitude, as parameterised byγ scale , the effective reduction in stick length of the single halo sticks. The full result (solid line) is relatively complicated so we also show the contributions to this by varyingγ scale in only the GI term (dotted line) or in the II term (dot-dashed line). The dependence of the one-halo GI angular power spectrum amplitude onγ scale is simply linear, and the bias on σ 8 is roughly linear in the intrinsic alignment perturbation, for small intrinsic alignment contributions. The dashed line shows that as the amplitude of the GI term is increased in the fitted model then the fitted σ 8 increases due to the over suppression of the fitted model.
The dependence of the one-halo II angular power spectrum onγ scale is quadratic (C II ℓ ∝γ scale 2 ) therefore the bias on σ 8 is also quadratic inγ scale . The direction of the bias is opposite to the GI term alone, because fitting a model with too much II contribution will wrongly boost the total angular power spectrum, and σ 8 will have to be reduced in the fit to compensate.
Taking the two effects together explains the full result shown by the solid line in the right hand panel of Fig. 10 , in whichγ scale is varied self-consistently in both the GI and II terms. The net effect is that an underestimate for γ scale tends to cause an underestimate of σ 8 .
Finally we consider the case where the fiducial model is the NLA, and the fitted model is the halo model (dashed line). The bias is the same shape as that when the fiducial model is the halo model, but there is an offset (of the same size as the dashed line in the left hand panel at
. We see that the bias is removed on using around half the effective stick length of the fiducial halo model.
In both panels of Fig. 10 we compare the biases to the one-sigma σ 8 error bar of 0.07 obtained by Ref. [49] . The largest biases are comparable to this error bar. However, we note that the range of scales used in the actual cosmological parameter analysis often smaller than the full range used in the angular power spectrum Fisher analysis we use here, and therefore the actual biases from intrinsic alignments will tend to be smaller.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new model for intrinsic alignments of galaxies. This is inspired by the halo model for the matter and galaxy distribution in the universe and by simulations that suggest that satellite galaxies point towards the centers of halos. We assume the universe is entirely made up of halos that contain (i) a single central galaxy with an orientation determined by the curvature of the large scale potential (the linear alignment model) and (ii) satellite galaxies distributed spherically according to the halo dark matter profile that are oriented pointing at the center of the halo.
We have described several terms that contribute to the intrinsic-intrinsic (II) and lensing-intrinsic (GI) source power spectra. The two-halo term describes contributions to the power spectra from pairs of galaxies in two different halos and can in general contain contributions from central-satellite correlations, satellite-satellite correlations and central-central correlations. We find that the dominant contribution comes from the central-central correlation, and this corresponds to the existing well known linear-alignment model.
The one-halo term describes correlations arising from pairs of galaxies situated in the same halo. In our simple model the central-satellite term is zero and the onehalo term is equal to the satellite-satellite contribution. This is the major result of this paper. The correlations between orientations of galaxies within the same parent halo cause a boost in intrinsic alignment power spectra on small scales. Small scales are not expected to be at all well described by the linear alignment model.
We have considered the impact of random perturbations to the satellite galaxy alignments and found that it reduces the GI power spectrum by around a factor of 0.2 and the II power spectrum by a factor of 0.2 2 . We have demonstrated an analytical method for calculating these power spectra based on a multipole expansion. We have also provided fitting formulae for the one-halo term containing 9 parameters for each of the II and GI power spectra.
The intrinsic alignment contributions to cosmic shear angular power spectra are illustrated for a deep tomographic survey and a medium-deep survey using a single redshift bin. As expected the biggest contributions come from the lowest redshifts and for the non-tomographic survey the largest effect is a suppression of power due to the GI alignments.
We made a rough estimate of the possible impact of incorrectly using the wrong intrinsic alignment model for cosmological parameter constraints from a medium-deep survey. We find that, if intrinsic alignments are ignored completely in the cosmological parameter analysis, and all available scales are included in the analysis, then estimates of the matter power spectrum normalisation σ 8 can be biased low by approximately the current 1-σ uncertainty. However, we note that cosmological parameter constraints are usually performed using a limited range of scales, and therefore will be much less sensitive to the small scale effects introduced in this paper and σ 8 will be much less biased. Investigation of how the bias depends on the exact analysis is beyond the scope of this work.
Our implementation of the halo model we present is subject to a number of limitations. We assume all halos are spherical and all satellites point at the halo center, subject to a random misalignment angle. Future work could investigate the impact of using elliptical halos in which satellites are anisotropically distributed and the satellite orientations depend on their position within the halo [18] . We assume there is only a single population of satellite galaxies, and a single population of central galaxies. However a more sophisticated approach could use a mixture of spiral and elliptical galaxies with different alignment models for each. We have also assumed that the ellipticity of the satellite galaxies is independent of radius and independent of the mass of the parent halo [20] . Finally we have assumed that the central galaxies are aligned with their host halo, whereas in fact there could be additional randomness [24] .
The halo model implementation could be improved considerably in the future as more fitting functions become available from simulators. Due to this separation into one and two-halo terms, significant progress can be made using high resolution simulations of single parent halos instead of full-sized cosmological simulations. The fitting formula for the distribution of galaxy alignment angles from Ref. [19] was very useful. It would be helpful to in addition implement fitting formulae for (i) how satellite galaxy ellipticity depends on radius within the parent halo, and on parent halo mass and (ii) how the distribution in alignment angles changes with radius and parent halo mass. For future extentions to this halo model it would also be useful to have (iii) the distribution in alignment angles between galaxies and dark matter halos (when using N-body simulation results to construct a model for galaxies), (iv) fitting formualae for how the satellite galaxy orientation depends on position within the halo for non-spherical halos, (v) the alignment distribution between satellites and the central galaxy in a halo, and (vi) a dependence of all the above on satellite mass and/or type. Once point (v) is known, a centralsatellite one-halo term could potentially be added to our results using the distribution between the ellipticity of the central region of a halo and that of the total halo recently given in Ref. [24] . To build a halo model for central galaxies that could replace the LA model used here for the two-halo term, one would also need to know the IA correlation function between elliptical halos. We will pursue this in future work. Because galaxy positions are correlated, we must normalize the ellipticity power spectra from Section III by the number of galaxy pairs at a given angular separation,
where ω(θ) is the galaxy angular correlation function. Applying this normalization to the ellipticity correlation function, we get,
(A1) Following a similar derivation in Ref. [51] , we can rearrange the multiplicative normalization into an additive correction using,
To get the additive correction to the ellipticity power spectra, we put Eqn. (A1) into the transformation,
to get the modification to the power spectra due to the extra ω(θ)/(1 + ω(θ),
and
Again following Ref. [51] , if we assume ω(θ) ≪ 1, ω(θ)/(1 + ω(θ)) ≈ ω(θ). If we further approximate ω(θ) as a power law in θ, then the integral in Eqn. (A6) can be done with Eqns. 11.4.33, 11.4.34 in Ref. [52] . We use the (slightly modified) power-law model from Eqn. (66) of Ref. [51] ,
with γ = 1.7 and A = 0.5.
With this model, we find negligible corrections to the unnormalized spectra given in Section III and thus we neglect the effect of ω(θ) in Eqn. (A1).
APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION OF ELLIPTICITY POWER SPECTRA
In this section we first derive the exact dependence of the satellite ellipticity model on the radial alignment angles β and η from Eqns. (16) and (17) and then show how we compute the power spectra by means of a multipole expansion of the satellite ellitpicity distribution in a halo.
Galaxy major axis as a function of radial alignment angles
First consider the explicit dependence of the ellipticity of the satellite galaxies on the alignment angles β and η from Section III B. If we writê e = (sin θ e cos φ e , sin θ e sin φ e , cos θ e ) ,
then the ellipticity of a satellite galaxy in a halo is, γ(r) =γ(r, m) sin θ e (cos 2φ e , sin 2φ e ) .
To find θ e and φ e as functions of θ, φ, β, and η, we use a set of Euler angles to rotate to a coordinate system r ′ withẑ ′ =r. This can be accomplished by setting the Euler angles (in the zxz convention) to α E = φ + π/2, β E = θ, γ E = −π/2.
Explicitly, the components of the unit vector describing the major axis of a galaxy in the 2 coordinate systems are 
We then haveê = R −1ê′ and sin θ e = ê 2 1 +ê 2 2 , cos φ e =ê 1 sin θ e , sin φ e =ê 2 sin θ e , (B4) giving sin θ e , cos φ e , and sin φ e as functions of θ, φ, β, and η as desired.
Satellite ellipticity density run
We define the normalized density run of the satellite ellipticity distribution in a halo as 
where, when allowing for a distribution in radial alignments, The integral over φ in f ℓ guarantees that f ℓ = 0 for odd ℓ (and ℓ = 0). The first four even multipoles u ℓ (k|m) are shown in the left hand panel of Fig.11 . If we assume that the radial mis-alignment of the galaxies is uncorrelated such that for 2 galaxies P (β 1 , η 1 , β 2 , η 2 ) = P (β 1 , η 1 ) P (β 2 , η 2 ), then this expression for f ℓ can be integrated over β and η at this stage before being used to compute correlation functions. For the case of β = 0 (so θ e = θ and φ e = φ), all the integrals over φ in f ℓ are of the form, 
So, the stick model with perfect radial alignments for satellite galaxies has zero B-mode. Again for β = 0, the angular term in the multipole expansion, f ℓ , can be computed using the formula, 
We compare Eqn. (B8) for ℓ ≤ 10 with the exact computation of Eqn. (B5) in the right hand panel of Fig. 11 . We find that the sum over multipoles converges rapidly on the scales of interest. All of the results in the main body of the paper use only the ℓ = 2 term when computing w(k|m).
